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Community
center Rojc

Community center Rojc is a unique space

for culture and civil society. Situated in a

repurposed building that forms part of the

cultural heritage of Pula, the center gathers

over a hundred organisations under one

roof while also hosting numerous cultural

and social events. The center is polivalent

space with wide spectrum of activities:

culture, sports, psychosocial care and

health services, activities for children and

youth, care for the disabled, environmental

protection, technical culture, ethnic

minorities, etc. 

 

Community center Rojc is a member of

Trans Europe Halles.



Rojc Alliance

WHAT WE DO

The Rojc Alliance is a network of Rojc organizations that

presents and represents common interests, promotes

mutual cooperation and carries out community actions and

events. Main activities of Rojc Alliance are: management

and events in Rojc public spaces - the Living room and

inner courtyard; community radio Radio Rojc; community

development programs; participatory governance;

networking and fostering development of cultural and

community centers; European Solidarity Corps

volunteering progams. The Rojc Alliance has formed a kind

of civic-public partnership with the City of Pula, which co-

governs the center and encourages its development. 



The center is a host to 110
associations from various
fields. Thousands of Rojc

inhabitants and their visitors
pass through its painted

hallways each week –
bringing vivid influence to

the community life.



ABOUT THE
PROJECT

PROJECT NAME

Solidarity movers of Rojc

PROJECT DURATION

1.8.2019. - 1.9.2021. // 24 months

WHO?

10 long term volunteers from Italy, Spain,

Slovakia, Netherlands, Serbia, Bosnia and

Herzegovina, Croatia.



VOLUNTEERS
 

3 VOLUNTEERS

2 x 270 days - 9 months
1 x 12o days- 4 months

ITALYCROATIA

SERBIA

BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA

SPAIN

NETHERLANDS

SLOVAKIA

1 VOLUNTEER

270 days - 9 months

1 VOLUNTEER

120 days - 4 months

1 VOLUNTEER

270 days - 9 months

1 VOLUNTEER

270 days - 9 months

1 VOLUNTEER

270 days - 9 months

2 VOLUNTEERS

2 x 120 days - 4 months



We support you with

Pocket money

5 Euro per day = 152 Euro per
month

Food allowance

160 Euro per month

Travel costs

Distance bands
500 - 1999km : 275 Euro

100- 499km: 180 Euro

Accomodation

Spacious rented apartment
with a beautiful view shared
with other volunteers on the
project. Utilities are covered

too.

Local transportation

Monthly card for the public
local transport

 



Learning support

Trainings

On-arrival in Orahovica
Mid-Term in Split

Work support

Coordination
Working schedule

Education
Work evaluation

Learning 
outcomes

Youthpass
Learning plan

Personal projects

Language 
support

Croatian language 
course, level A1

Mentoring

Individual meetings
Personal support

Selfreflection support
Integration

 



ACTIVITIES

COMMUNITY

SUPPORT

COMMUNITY 

RADIO

COMMUNITY

EVENTS



COMMUNITY
SUPPORT
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Calls for volunteers who want to use their

innovative ways of thinking with the aim to

connect and support the community through

communication and mutual support. It would be

useful in the person has a basic knowledge of

digital skills. 

 

The activities might include: working at the Info

point, assisting in detecting the needs of the

NGO’s, enhancing solidarity in their activities, and

assisting them to raise their

visibility in the local community.



COMMUNITY
EVENTS
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Calls for volunteers interested to learn more about organizing

various events (art, literature, multimedia) and workshops (their

own or of somebody else from the community), getting people

together and motivating young people to participate more in

society. It requests basic knowledgeof digital skills (using the

internet, social media, taking photos). 

 

The activities might include: participation in co-creation of cultural

events that aims to gather the whole community (NGO’s, target

groups, citizens, volunteers). The idea is that different NGO’s from

the Rojc Alliance gather and create events together with the

assistance of volunteers. Volunteers will also have a chance to

have their personal events/workshops, and to share their passion

with others.



COMMUNITY RADIO
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Calls for volunteers interested in media, who wants to express their

opinion about social issues important to them, and who have the ability

to listen to other people since they will communicate with other

members from the community on the radio. This activity will include

volunteers in co-creation of the Radio Rojc shows aimed to connect

citizens, especially the less represented segments of the population,

including various minority groups. Volunteers will learn how to upload

and edit radio shows, create podcasts, work at the mix board and will

improve other technical skills. They will be supported in the creation of

their own radio show/podcast about solidarity, in whom they will invite

other volunteers from the community, or people in general to share

their opinion on solidarity. They will improve their public speaking,

critical thinking and inspire others to become aware of their potential

positive influence on the community through the media space. 

 

The activities might include participation in the co-creation of the

community radio program (Radio Rojc), working on mixing board, ,

editing of music programs, editing and conducting of special

broadcasts.

 



What you'll get

Experience in planning and
conducting cultural events
Experience in conducting and
broadcasting a radio program
Experience in community
building and development
Experience in developing a
culture of involvement
Knowledge about public-civic
governance models
Development of critical thinking and
public speech
Chance to develop and create
personal projects
Professional support and mentoring
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Pula is the largest city in

Istria county, situated on the

southern tip of Istrian

peninsula with a population

of 57,460. It is known for its

multitude of ancient Roman

buildings, the most famous

of which is the Arena, one of

the best preserved

Roman amphitheaters, and

its beautiful sea. The city

has a long tradition of wine

making, fishing,

shipbuilding, and tourism. 
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Like the rest of the Istrian region

Pula is known for its mild climate,

tame sea, and unspoiled nature with

an average of sunny days of 2,316

hours per year. The winters are

pretty mild with occasional days

when Bura blows (type of wind

specific for Adriatic coast) and the

summers are long, sunny and hot,

perfect for swimming in the sea and

laying on the beach. 



Currency

 

Croatian national currency is

called KUNA, the amount

smaller than 1 kuna is called

LIPA.

 

The exchange rate from euro to

kuna is:

1 euro = 7,45 kuna

 



How to get to Pula
 

Aeroports

Pula
Zagreb
Trieste
Venice

Ljubljana

Bus

Flix bus
Brioni d.o.o.

Train

Croatian railway services

Car

National highway A8 and A9



Who Are We?
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Andrea Budić

volunteer coordinator

Martina Malić

mentor



Let's Talk
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Rojc All iance

Gajeva ulica 3,

52100 Pula,Croatia

Phone Number

+385 98 934 4581

Email Address

evs.surojc@gmail.com
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Follow us:

rojc.esc.volunteers

volonterskiprojektiSUR


